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STEF speeds up development in Belgium
STEF has announced a planned extension to its chilled foods transport site located south-west
of Brussels. This operation is part of the Group's initiative to strengthen its national and
international cross-docking services.
Located 25 km from the capital, the Saintes STEF Transport site will increase its capacity by 50%,
bringing the total positive cooling (+2°C / +4°C) platform to 7,500 m². The additional 2,500 m² of space
will provide greater fluidity between national distribution and export activities to Europe. It also
provides +2°C and +4°C storage facilities.
According to Gauthier Morel, Managing Director, STEF Belgium: “This extension highlights our
status as a leading player in the chilled foods transport and logistics sector in Belgium. It means we
can respond in an even more agile and competitive way to the daily needs of our customers, thus
supporting their development.”
STEF Belgium has 400 employees and 4 locations: one in Brussels (urban delivery), two in Saintes
(cross-docking and logistics) and one in Courcelles (logistics).

About STEF – www.stef.com
STEF is the European leader in temperature-controlled logistics and transport services. Its mission is
to be the link between the agri-food and consumer worlds. To this end, the Group carries chilled,
frozen and thermosensitive food products from their production sites to their consumption sites under
the best conditions in terms of food safety, lead time and quality. STEF offers its expertize to a large a
customer portfolio composed of agrifood manufacturers, retailers and out-of-home foodservice
business to increase the efficiency of their supply chain in a sustainable way. The Group has a
turnover of more than €3 billion, close to 240 sites across 7 countries and employees 18,000 people.
STEF company is listed on Euronext Paris.
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